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Asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity in higher dimensions
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A definition of asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity in d dimensions (d ≥ 4) is given using the
conformal completion approach. Then we discuss asymptotic symmetry and conserved quantities.
As in four dimensions, in d dimensions we should impose a condition at spatial infinity that the
“magnetic” part of the d-dimensional Weyl tensor vanishes at faster rate than the “electric” part
does, in order to realize the Poincare symmetry as asymptotic symmetry and construct the conserved
angular momentum. However, we found that an additional condition should be imposed in d > 4
dimensions.

PACS numbers: 04.20.Ha

I. INTRODUCTION

If one considers an “isolated” system in general relativ-
ity, one should impose some asymptotic boundary condi-
tions on gravitational fields. As one of such conditions,
there is the asymptotically flat condition, which states
that the metric should approach to Minkowski metric at
“far away” place from gravitational sources. In order
to define the notion of this “far away” covariantly, one
often uses the conformal completion method introduced
by Penrose [1]. In this method, physical space-time M is

conformally embedded to unphysical space-time M̂ with
boundary, and this boundary is constituted of spatial in-
finity and null infinity. Hence, one can define asymptotic
flatness, imposing some proper boundary conditions at
this spatial infinity or null infinity.

In four dimensions, asymptotic flatness at spatial in-
finity was investigated using the conformal completion
method by Ashtekar and Hansen [2]. They revealed that
asymptotic symmetry at spatial infinity can be reduced
to the Poincare symmetry which is a symmetry associ-
ated with “background” flat metric, and constructed 4-
momentum and angular momentum. On the other hand,
in higher dimensions, there is only a few works about
asymptotic structure at spatial infinity [3] or null infin-
ity [4] though recently the importance of higher dimen-
sional black holes is increasing in string theory and TeV
gravity scenario [5, 6].

While in four dimensions, uniqueness theorem was ob-
tained [7], we cannot prove the uniqueness for station-
ary black holes (counterexamples are Myers-Perry black
hole [8] and black ring [9] with the same mass and angular
momentum) in higher dimensions (although uniqueness
was shown in [10] for static black holes). If one would
like to classify these higher dimensional black holes using
some parameters, the investigation on asymptotic struc-
ture at spatial infinity could play a key role.

The purpose of this paper is to define asymptotic
flatness and investigate asymptotic structure at spatial
infinity in higher dimensions, following Ashtekar and

Hansen [2]. (The reference [3] investigates into asymp-
totic flatness in higher dimensions following Ashtekar and
Romano [11]. This analysis is useful when one is inter-
ested only in spatial infinity. For full understanding of
asymptotic structures, however, Ashtekar and Hansen’s
work is appropriate.)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
section II, we define asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity
following Ashtekar and Hansen [2]. In the section III, we
investigate asymptotic structure: asymptotic symmetry
and conserved quantities. Finally, we give a summary
and discussion in the section IV. In the appendix A
we introduce some important concepts in this literature
such as directional dependence, and in the appendix B we
summarize basic features of conformal completion taking
Minkowski space-time for an example. Some important
equations in this literature are derived in the appendix C,
and in the appendix D we prove the equivalence of our
expressions for conserved quantities with the ADM for-
mulae.

II. DEFINITION

We define asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity (i0) in
d dimensions using the conformal completion method de-
veloped by Ashtekar and Hansen in four dimensions [2].
In this paper, for simplicity we assume physical space-
time (M, gab) satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation
Rab = 0. It is easy to extend our current work to more
general non-vacuum cases as long as one focuses on the
asymptotically flat space-time.

Definition: d-dimensional physical space-time (M, gab)
will be said to be asymptotically flat at spatial infinity i0

if there exists (M̂, ĝab), where ĝab is C>d−4 at i0 (see
Appendix A for the definition of C>n), and embedding

of M into M̂ satisfying the following conditions:

1. J̄(i0) = M̂ − M , where J̄(i0) is the closure of the
union of chronological future and past of i0.
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2. There exists a function Ω on M̂ that is C2 at i0

such that ĝab = Ω2gab on M and ∇̂a∇̂bΩ=̂2ĝab,
Ω=̂0 and ∇̂aΩ=̂0 at i0 on M̂ .

Here, and ∇̂a is the connection for ĝab, and =̂ implies the
evaluation on i0 (i.e. “= lim→i0” is equivalent to “=̂”).

The first condition requires that, in M̂ , i0 is connected to
the points on M only via spacelike curves. The second
condition says that Ω behaves ∼ 1/r2 near i0. This is
the same asymptotic behavior as in the Minkowski space-
time (see Appendix B).

Since we assume ĝab is C>d−4 at i0, ∂̂a1 · · · ∂̂a(d−3)
ĝbc

has directional dependent limit at i0 (where ∂̂ is flat
connection on i0). This condition is equivalent to one

such that Ω(5−d)/2R̂abcd has directional dependent limit
at i0. When we discuss asymptotic structure, we often
use the Weyl tensor Ĉabcd as asymptotic gravitational
fields. Thus, it is convenient to use the latter condition
on R̂abcd for the discussions hereafter.

III. ASYMPTOTIC STRUCTURE

In this section, we show how to derive the asymptotic
structure from the asymptotic flatness definition. Firstly,
we discuss asymptotic symmetry in the section III A.
We show that the asymptotic symmetry is constituted
of the Lorentz group and supertranslation group (infi-
nite group of angular-dependent translation) in higher
dimensions. In the section III B, we define asymptotic
fields and study their transformation behavior under su-
pertranslation. We find that supertranslation group re-
duces to the Poincare group if we impose an additional
asymptotic condition Ba1a2···ad−2

=̂0 in the definition of
asymptotic flatness. We define conserved quantities (d-
momentum and angular momentum) associated to this
Poincare symmetry in the section III C. We confirm that
the conserved quantities we define agree with the ADM
formulae in this section and the appendix D.

A. Asymptotic symmetry

The asymptotic symmetry is a group of mappings
which conserve asymptotic structure. Here, by asymp-

totic structure we mean (ĝab, Ω
(4−d)/2∂̂ĝbc) at i0, since

we impose C>d−4 condition on the behavior of ĝab at
i0. In order to investigate this asymptotic symmetry, we

consider the generator ξ̂ of the asymptotic symmetry on

M̂ . This generator ξ̂ should be an extension of ξ, which

is a generator of diffeomorphism on M . This extension ξ̂
of ξ to i0 should satisfy

1. ξ̂=̂0 ,

2. ∇̂(aξ̂b)=̂0 ,

3. ∇̂(aξ̂b) is a C>d−4 tensor at i0.

Roughly speaking, these conditions set the behavior of

components of ξ̂ near i0 as

ξ̂a ∼ 1

r
+

1

rd−2
. (1)

The first condition says that a generator ξ̂ does not touch

i0. The second condition implies that ξ̂ is asymptoti-
cally a Killing vector, i.e. ĝab at i0 is not changed. Be-
fore explaining the meaning of the third condition, let us
consider the gauge freedom of the conformal completion.
First, let ω be a function on M̂ , C>d−4 at i0 and ω=̂1.
Then, a conformal completion such that ĝ′ab = (ωΩ)2gab

is equivalent to ĝab = Ω2gab, because ωΩ satisfies

ωΩ=̂0 , ∇̂a(ωΩ)=̂0 , ∇̂a∇̂b(ωΩ)=̂2ĝab. (2)

Then, we cannot distinguish these two conformal com-
pletions under the asymptotic flatness definition in sec-
tion II. This gauge freedom ω of the conformal comple-

tion reshuffles the value Ω(4−d)/2∂̂ĝbc in the asymptotic
structure as

Ω(4−d)/2
(

∇̂′

a − ∇̂a

)

v̂b

=̂
1

ω

[

δc
aΩ(4−d)/2∇̂bω + δc

bΩ
(4−d)/2∇̂aω

− gabΩ
(4−d)/2∇̂cω

]

v̂c , (3)

where ∇̂′

a is the connection for ĝ′ab and v̂a is any vector.
This equation can also be written as

Ω(4−d)/2∇̂a∇̂(bξ̂c) =̂ 2Ω(4−d)/2(∇̂aω)ĝbc. (4)

Thus, asymptotic structure Ω(4−d)/2∂̂ĝbc has an ambigu-
ity coming from gauge freedom ω, and this ambiguity

is reshuffled by order 1/rd−2 part of ξ̂. Hence, asymp-
totic symmetry is the group of transformations which
does not change the asymptotic structure except for this
gauge ambiguity. Then, we call this asymptotic sym-
metry transformation, which is induced by order 1/rd−2

component of ξ̂, supertranslation group. As any two gen-

erators ξ̂1, ξ̂2 of supertranslation group commute:

[

ξ̂1, ξ̂2
]a

∼ 1

rd−2

∂

∂U
r2−d ∼ O

(

1

r2d−5

)

, (5)

supertranslation group is abelian (where we use the fact

that the contribution to Ω(4−d)/2∂̂ĝbc from O(1/r2d−5)

part of ξ̂ is only O(1/rd−3), which is regarded as zero
at i0, and thus that part cannot transform the asymp-
totic structure). Because of angular dependence of ω,
however, supertranslation group has infinite translational
directions. In this stage, asymptotic symmetry is not ex-
pected to be the Poincare symmetry.

B. Asymptotic fields

In order to construct conserved quantities associated
with the asymptotic symmetry, we define asymptotic
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gravitational fields using the Weyl tensor Ĉambn as1

Êab =̂ Ω(5−d)/2Ĉambnη̂mη̂n, (6)

B̂a1···ad−3b =̂ Ω(9−2d)/2ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpqĈ
pq

bnη̂mη̂n, (7)

where ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpq ≡
√
−ĝEa1···ad−3mpq is a totally an-

tisymmetric tensor in M̂ , and we take the convention
that E012···d−1 = 1. η̂a=̂∇̂aΩ1/2 is a normal vector to
Ω = constant surface which becomes a unit vector at i0.
We call these asymptotic fields (6) and (7) electric and
magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor respectively. As these
fields do not have components parallel to η̂a, we can re-
gard them as fields on a timelike hypersurface S normal
to η̂a.

Firstly, let us derive asymptotic field equations. Using
the Bianchi identity in the physical vacuum space-time
∇[mCab]cd = 0, we obtain the following equation in terms
of the unphysical space-time quantities:

∇̂[mĈab]cd = Ω−1
(

ĝc[mĈab]pd∇̂pΩ + ĝd[mĈab]cp∇̂pΩ
)

.

(8)
It is better to rewrite the left-hand side as

∇̂[mĈab]cd = Ω−1

[

Ω(d−3)/2∇̂[m

(

Ω(5−d)/2Ĉab]cd

)

−5 − d

2
(∇̂[mΩ)Ĉab]cd

]

, (9)

since Ω(5−d)/2Ĉabcd have directional dependent limit at
i0. We project these equations into the timelike hypersur-
face S, and contract with η̂a. Then, we get the equations
for the electric part

D̂aÊbc − D̂bÊac =̂ (4 − d)ĥ p
a ĥ q

b ĥ r
c Ω(5−d)/2Ĉpqrmη̂m

(10)
and for the magnetic part

D̂bB̂a1···ad−3c − D̂cB̂a1···ad−3b (11)

=̂ − (d − 3)Ω(9−2d)/2ǫ̂a1···ad−3

fpq (d−1)Ĉbcpq η̂f ,

1 In the definition of the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor (7),
the power of Ω is determined by the following evaluation. Since
a1, · · · , ad−3 are indices for angular coordinates and m is for
the radial coordinate in polar coordinates, one of p and q

has to be for the time coordinate t and the other one has to
be for an angular coordinate ϕ. Each parts in the magnetic
part behaves near i0 as ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpq = O(

√
−ĝ) = O(r2−d),

Ĉp
qbn = O(r5−d), gtt = O(1), gϕϕ = O(r−2) and η̂a = O(1).

Thus, ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpqĈpq
bnη̂mη̂n = O(r9−2d) ∼ Ω(2d−9)/2, and

we have to multiply an inverse of this factor to define a regular
quantity.
Êab is a symmetric traceless tensor since the Weyl tensor is trace-
less. B̂a1···ad−3b is also a traceless tensor; B̂a1···ad−3bĝ

aiaj = 0

due to antisymmetry of ǫ̂ in Eq. (7); B̂a1···ad−3bĝaib = 0 since it

contains Ĉ[pqb]n = 0. This B̂a1···ad−3b is antisymmetric on the

first d − 3 indices ai (i = 1, · · · , d − 3). There are no symme-
try between the last index b and the other indices ai in general,
though in the four-dimensional case the magnetic part B̂ab is
symmetric.

where ĥab is the induced metric on S, and

D̂av̂b ≡ Ω1/2ĥ p
a ĥ q

b ∇̂pv̂q (12)

is a regular differentiation with respect to ĥab on S.
(d−1)Ĉabcd is the (d − 1)-dimensional Weyl tensor with

respect to ĥab, and Ω(5−d)/2 (d−1)Ĉa
bcd have a direc-

tional dependent limit at i0. (For detailed derivations
of Eqs. (10) and (11), see Appendix C 1.)

Next, in order to see how these fields transform under
the supertranslation, we introduce potentials of the Weyl
tensor. To do so, we will use the Bianchi identity in the
unphysical space-time

∇̂mĈabc
m +

2(d − 3)

d − 2
∇̂[aŜb]c = 0 , (13)

where

Ŝab ≡ R̂ab −
R̂

2(d − 1)
ĝab . (14)

Since we assume ĝab to be C>d−4, Ω(5−d)/2Ŝab admits
directional dependent limit at i0. Then, we define poten-
tials as

Ê =̂ Ω(5−d)/2Ŝpqη̂
pη̂q , (15)

Q̂a =̂ Ω(5−d)/2Ŝpqĥ
p

a η̂q , (16)

Ûab =̂ Ω(5−d)/2Ŝpqĥ
p

a ĥ q
b . (17)

Using Eqs. (8) and (13), we can write down the electric
and the magnetic part in terms of potentials as

Êab =̂
−1

2(d − 2)

[

1

d − 3
D̂aD̂bÊ + Êĥab + (4 − d)Ûab

]

,

(18)

B̂a1···ad−3b =̂
−1

d − 2
ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpq η̂

mΩ(4−d)/2

× D̂p

(

Û q
b −

1

d − 3
Êĥq

b

)

≡ −1

d − 2
ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpqΩ

(4−d)/2η̂mD̂pK̂q
b , (19)

where we define a tensor K̂ab by Eq. (19). (Eqs. (18) and
(19) are derived in Appendix C 2.)

Now, we observe transformation behaviors of the
asymptotic fields under the supertranslation. In a super-
translational transformation ĝab → ĝ′ab = ω2ĝab, where ω

is a C>d−4 function (ω=̂1), Ŝab transforms as

Ŝ′

ab = Ŝab − (d − 2)ω−1∇̂a∇̂bω

+ 2(d − 2)ω−2(∇̂aω)(∇̂bω)

+
2 − d

2
ω−2ĝab(∇̂mω)(∇̂mω) . (20)

Since ω is C>d−4 and ω=̂1, it can be written as

ω = 1 + Ω(d−3)/2α , (21)
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where α is a function which has directional dependent
limit at i0. Then, the potentials Ê and Ûab transform
under the supertranslational transformation as

Ê′ =̂ Ê − (d − 2)(d − 3)(d − 4)α , (22)

Û ′

ab =̂ Ûab − (d − 2)
(

D̂aD̂bα + (d − 3)αĥab

)

. (23)

To show these equations, we use a relation

Ω(4−d)/2η̂a∇̂aω =̂ Ω1/2η̂a∇̂aα + (d − 3)α

=̂ (d − 3)α . (24)

The second equality in this relation holds since α has
directional dependent limit at i0 and η̂a∇̂aα=̂0. We note
that only ∇̂a∇̂bω term of Eq. (20) contributes to the

variation of Ê and Ûab.
It is easy to check that the electric part does not change

in this transformation. On the other hand, the potential
of the magnetic part K̂ab transforms as

K̂′

ab =̂ K̂ab − (d − 2)(D̂aD̂bα + αĥab) . (25)

Hence, the magnetic part B̂a1···ad−3b does change under
the supertranslational transformation.

C. Conserved quantities and Poincare symmetry

Let us construct conserved quantities and the asymp-
totic symmetry in this section. First, as in four dimen-
sions, we impose an additional condition

B̂a1···ad−3b =̂ 0 . (26)

This condition implies that the Taub-NUT charge is zero.
Although it is of course possible to consider asymptot-
ically locally Minkowski space-time with B̂a1···ad−3b 6=
0, we focus only on asymptotically globally Minkowski
space-time in this paper. In order to impose the condi-
tion (26) consistently with Eq. (11), we must require a
further additional condition

Ω(5−d)/2 (d−1)Ĉa
bcd =̂ 0 (27)

as one of the conditions in the definition of asymptotic
flatness. Note that (d−1)Cabcd vanishes automatically in
four dimensions. By the way, the condition (26) is not
preserved under the supertranslation. To preserve the
condition (26), we realise that one must impose

D̂aD̂bα + αĥab =̂ 0 . (28)

As in four dimensions, we can write down the solution
to Eq. (28) as α = ω̂aη̂a, where ω̂a is a fixed vector at
i0. The number of independent solutions is the number
of dimensions. Thus, we can regard the transformation
generated by α satisfying Eq. (28) as translation. Then,
the asymptotic symmetry reduces to the Poincare group

which is constituted of the Lorentz group and the trans-
lation group, and we can define conserved quantities as-
sociated with this Poincare symmetry.

Now, it is ready to define conserved quantities. First,
we define d-momentum Pa for translation ω̂a as

Paωa ≡ −1

8πGd(d − 3)

∫

Sd−2

Êabω̂
aǫ̂b

e1···ed−2mη̂mdSe1···ed−2 ,

(29)
where dSe1···ed−2 is the volume element on (d − 2)-
dimensional unit sphere Sd−2 on i0. From Eq. (10), we

get D̂aÊab=̂0 since Êab is traceless. Then, the integral of
Eq. (29) is independent of the choice of time slice at i0,
and thus Paωa is conserved. After tedious calculations,
we can show that Eq. (29) agrees with the ADM formula
(see Appendix D1 and D2).

Next, in order to define angular momentum using the
magnetic part of the Weyl tensor, we consider the next-
to-leading order part of B̂a1···ad−3b :

β̂a1···ad−3b =̂ Ω4−dǫ̂a1···ad−3mpqĈ
pq

bnη̂mη̂n. (30)

Since β̂a1···ad−3b satisfies D̂bβ̂
ba2···ad−3c=̂0 due to Eq. (11)

and the traceless property of B̂a1···ad−3b, we can define
conserved quantity Mab which is regarded as angular mo-
mentum:

MabF
ab ≡ −1

8πGd(d − 2)!

∫

Sd−2

β̂a1···ad−3bξ
a1···ad−3 (31)

×ǫ̂b
e1···ed−2mη̂mdSe1···ed−2 ,

where

ξa1···ad−3 ≡ ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpq η̂mFpq (32)

and Fab is any skew tensor in S. The coefficients in (31)
so that angular momentum Mab transforms properly un-
der translation ω̂a, including the coefficient:

Mab → M ′

ab = Mab + 2P[aω̂b] . (33)

See Appendix D3 for details of the coefficient determi-
nation.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we gave a definition of asymptotic flat-
ness, and constructed conserved quantities, d-momentum
and angular momentum in d dimensions. As in four
dimensions, by imposing an additional constraints on
the behavior of the “magnetic” part of the Weyl tensor,
we can remove the supertranslational ambiguity. Then,
the asymptotic symmetry of the space-time reduces to
the Poincare symmetry, which is a symmetry of “back-
ground” flat metric, and we can construct conserved
quantities associated with this Poincare symmetry. It can
be shown that the expressions of these conserved quan-
tities agree with the ADM formulae.
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In four dimensions, the additional constraint is only
B̂ab = 0 to realize the Poincare symmetry as the asymp-
totic symmetry, and it is satisfied if there is a Killing
vector in M , such as timelike Killing vector (∂/∂t) or
rotational Killing vector (∂/∂ϕ) [12]. On the other
hand, in higher dimensions, due to the evolution equa-
tion (11) of B̂a1···ad−3b, we need to impose a further con-

dition Ω(5−d)/2 (d−1)Ĉa
bcd=̂0 to remove the supertrans-

lational ambiguity and realize the Poincare symmetry.
As in four dimensions, B̂a1···ad−3b = 0 would be satis-
fied in stationary or axisymmetric space-time in higher
dimensions. However, it might be interesting to investi-
gate asymptotic symmetry under more general conditions
which Ω(5−d)/2 (d−1)Ĉa

bcd=̂0 does not hold.
In this paper, we focused only on spatial infinity. How-

ever, it is interesting to explore the full asymptotic struc-
ture including null infinity. As our future work, we would
investigate the relationship between the Bondi energy
formula at null infinity and Weyl tensor formula in this
paper at spatial infinity. We also would like to consider
asymptotic structure and its symmetry at null infinity,
and investigate its connection to the supertranslation at
spatial infinity.

Another future issue is the preparation for the unique-
ness theorem in stationary black hole space-times. As
mentioned in the introduction, at first glance, the unique-
ness theorem does not hold in higher dimensions, al-
though there are some partial achievements [13, 14, 15,
16]. However, we would guess that the reason why we fail
to prove it is due to lack of asymptotic boundary condi-
tions. If we can specify the boundary condition appropri-
ately, we will be able to prove the uniqueness theorem.
The mass, charge and angular momentum are not enough
to specify the black hole space-time uniquely. The ad-
ditional information for the uniqueness may be higher
multipole moments. Therefore, the study on higher mul-
tipole moments in stationary space-time will be useful.
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APPENDIX A: DIRECTIONAL DEPENDENCE

In the conformal completion method, spatial infinity
which has a non-zero size in the physical space-time M
contracts to a point i0 in the unphysical space-time M̂ .
Hence, the definition of differentiability and continuity of

physical fields (e.g. electromagnetic fields or gravitational
fields) on i0 is more subtle. In this appendix, we give the
notion of directional dependent limit and C>n class.

First, the tensor T̂ a···b
c···d is said to have directional depen-

dent limit at i0 if T̂ a···b
c···d satisfies the following conditions:

1. lim
→i0

T̂ a···b
c···d = T̂ a···b

c···d (η̂) ,

where η̂ is a vector on tangential space at i0, which
is tangent to the curve arriving at i0.

2. The derivative coefficients at i0 defined by

(

Ω1/2∇̂e1

)

· · ·
(

Ω1/2∇̂en

)

T̂ a···b
c···d

are regular.

The first condition says that, since i0 has a non-zero size
(Sd−2) in M , T̂ a···b

c···d may have an angular dependence even

in the limit r → ∞. The operator Ω1/2∇̂a in the sec-
ond condition gives regular derivative coefficients, since
an application of a derivative operator ∇̂a in M̂ corre-
sponds to a multiplication of r near i0 (see Appendix B).
The second condition says that these regular derivative
coefficients should be finite and regular.

Next, we define C>n class. A tensor T̂ a···b
c···d is C>n at i0

if the n+1 derivatives of T̂ a···b
c···d have directional dependent

limit at i0. For example, when we set ĝab to be C>n at
i0, the behavior of ĝab near i0 is

ĝab ∼ const. +
f(θ, ϕ, · · · )

rn+1
, (A1)

where the dots stand for other angular coordinates.

APPENDIX B: CONFORMAL COMPLETION
FOR MINKOWSKI SPACE-TIME

In this appendix, we discuss conformal completion for
Minkowski space-time. This analysis tells us how we can
define asymptotically flat space-time in general. First,
we introduce coordinates (U, V ) such that

ds2 = − dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2
d−2

= − dudv +
(u − v)2

4
dΩ2

d−2

= − dUdV

cos2 U cos2 V
+

sin2(U − V )

4 cos2 U cos2 V
dΩ2

d−2 , (B1)

where

u = t − r = tanU , v = t + r = tanV , (B2)

and dΩ2
d−2 is a metric on unit Sd−2. Let us take Ω ≡

cosU cosV as a conformal factor. In this case, we can
see that

∇̂a∇̂bΩ =̂ 2ĝab (B3)
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holds at i0. The unit normal vector η̂a to Ω = constant
surface becomes

η̂a=̂∇̂aΩ1/2 (B4)

on i0.
It will be useful for discussions in the main text to look

how the differential operators behave:

∇̂U ∼ ∂

∂U
∼ r2 ∂

∂r
, (B5)

i.e. an application of ∇̂a corresponds to a multiplication
of r. When we say that ĝab is C>n at i0, by the way, we
should take differentiation in the coordinates (U, V ), and
so this condition implies that the metric in the unphysical
space-time is given by

ĝab = η̂ab

(

1 +
f(θ, ϕ, · · · )

rn+1

)

, (B6)

where

η̂abdxadxb ≡ −dUdV +
sin2 (U − V )

4
dΩ2

d−2 (B7)

is the unphysical space-time metric corresponding to the
flat metric (B1) in the physical space-time.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATIONS OF EQS. (10),
(11), (18) AND (19)

In this appendix, we give detailed derivations of
Eqs. (10), (11), (18) and (19). Since we compute quan-
tities only at spatial infinity, we omit “hat” and lim→i0

throughout this appendix for convenience.

1. Derivation of Eqs. (10) and (11)

First, from Eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain

Ω1/2∇[mXab]cd

= Ω−1/2
(

gc[mXab]pd∇pΩ + gd[mXab]cp∇pΩ

+
5 − d

2
(∇[mΩ)Xab]cd

)

, (C1)

where Xabcd ≡ Ω(5−d)/2Cabcd .
Multiplying ηbηdhm

e ha
fhc

g to the above, the left-hand
side becomes

Ω1/2ηbηdhm
e ha

fhc
g∇[mXab]cd

=
1

3
(DeEfg − DfEeg) − 1

3
(2Wfeg + Wgef − Wgfe),

(C2)

where we used the fact that

Ω1/2∇aηb = gab − ηaηb = hab , (C3)

and the definition

Wabc ≡ he
ahf

b hg
cXefgdηd. (C4)

In addition, we used the fact that Xabcd has directional
dependent limit and thus ηe∇eXabcd vanishes. In the
right-hand side of Eq. (C1), the second and third terms
become

Ω−1/2ηbηdhm
e ha

fhc
ggd[mXab]cp∇pΩ =

2

3
Wefg (C5)

and

5 − d

2
Ω−1/2ηbηdhm

e ha
fhc

g∇[mΩXab]cd =
5 − d

3
Wefg.

(C6)
The first term vanishes since ∇pΩ = 2Ω1/2ηp. Finally,
we obtain Eq. (10) from Eq. (C1), that is

DeEfg − DfEeg = (d − 5)Wfeg + Wgef + Wfge

= (d − 4)Wfeg , (C7)

where we used W[abc] = 0 in the second line.

Next, we multiply Ω(4−d)/2Ea1···ad−3
fcdηfηbhm

g ha
h to

Eq. (C1), where Ea1···ad−3
fcd ≡ hb1

a1
· · ·hbd−3

ad−3ǫb1···bd−3
fcd,

and then obtain

1

3

(

DgBa1···ad−3h − DhBa1···ad−3g

)

− 1

3
Ea1···ad−3

fcdΩ(4−d)/2

×
(

hfgh
a
hηb + hb

gh
a
hηf − hhfha

gηb − hb
hha

gηf

)

Xabcd

=
1

3

[

4 (hdgEhc − hdhEgc) + (5 − d)ha
ghb

hXabcd

]

× Ω(4−d)/2Ea1···ad−3

fcdηf . (C8)

From this equation, we obtain Eq. (11):

DgBa1···ad−3h − DhBa1···ad−3g

= −(d − 3)Ω(9−2d)/2hp
gh

q
hηfE fcd

a1···ad−3

(d−1)Cpqcd ,

(C9)

where (d−1)Cabcd is the (d − 1)-dimensional Weyl tensor
on Ω = constant surface at i0. To transform Eq. (C8) to
Eq. (C9), we used the following relations

Ea1···ad−3

fcdhhfha
gηbXabcd

= Ea1···ad−3

fcdhhfha
gηb(hi

c + ηcη
i)(hj

d + ηdη
j)Xabij

= 2Ea1···ad−3

fcdhhfEgcηd (C10)

and

Xabcdh
a

w h b
x h c

y h d
z = Ω(5−d)/2(d−1)Cwxyz

− 2

d − 3

(

Ew[yhz]x − Ex[yhz]w

)

.

(C11)
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In Eqs. (C10) and (C11), we used the fact that the ex-
trinsic curvature of Ω = constant surface at i0 is

πab ≡ (1/2)£ηhab

=
1

2
(ηc∇chab + hac∇bη

c + hbc∇aηc)

= Ω−1/2hab . (C12)

For the derivation of Eq. (C11), see Eq. (A6) in [18].
(Note that the magnetic part defined there is different
from ours.)

2. Derivation of Eqs. (18) and (19)

Hereafter in this appendix, we derive Eqs. (18) and
(19). Firstly, to facilitate the derivation, we derive the
following relation:

Xabcmηm =
1

d − 2

[

Ω1/2∇[bTa]c + (d − 5)η[bTa]c

]

, (C13)

where Tab ≡ Ω(5−d)/2Sab is a tensor which have di-
rectional dependent limit at i0, and Sab is defined in
Eq. (14). The manipulation of gmd× Eq. (9) implies

∇mCabc
m = (d − 3)Ω−1Cabcp∇pΩ . (C14)

Note that Eq. (8) was derived from the Bianchi identity in
the physical vacuum spacetime (∇[mCab]cd = 0). On the
other hand, from the Bianchi identity in the unphysical
spacetime (∇̂[mR̂ab]cd = 0), we can derive

∇mCabc
m +

2(d − 3)

d − 2
∇[aSb]c = 0 . (C15)

From these two equations, we can see that

Cabcmηm = − 1

d − 2
Ω1/2∇[aSb]c . (C16)

It is easy to see that Eq. (C13) holds from this equation.
Now we are ready to derive Eqs. (18) and (19). Let us

first take the manipulation of ha
phc

qη
b× Eq. (C13), which

results in

Epq =
1

d − 2
ha

phc
qη

b
[

Ω1/2∇[bTa]c + (d − 5)η[bTa]c

]

= − 1

2(d − 2)

[

DpQq + hpqE + (4 − d)Upq

]

= − 1

2(d − 2)

[ 1

d − 3
DpDqE + hpqE

+ (4 − d)Upq

]

. (C17)

This is Eq. (18). In the last line, we used the relation
derived by the manipulation of ha

eηbηc× Eq. (C13):

DeE = (d − 3)Qe . (C18)

Next, let us apply Ω(4−d)/2Ea1···ad−3
fabηf to Eq. (C13).

Then we obtain Eq. (19):

Ba1···ad−3c

=
1

d − 2
Ea1···ad−3

fabηfΩ(4−d)/2(DbUac + hbcQa)

= − 1

d − 2
Ea1···ad−3

fabηfΩ(4−d)/2Da

(

Ubc −
hbc

d − 3
E

)

.

(C19)

APPENDIX D: (d − 1) + 1 DECOMPOSITION

In this appendix, we show that d-momentum defined
in Eq. (29) agrees with the ADM formulae for energy and
momentum:

E =
1

16πGd
lim

r0→∞

∫

Sd−2

(∂ahab − ∂bh
a
a) dSb

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

,

(D1)

QNa =
−1

8πGd
lim

r0→∞

∫

Sd−2

(Kab − Km
mhab)NadSb

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

,

(D2)

where hab ≡ gab + tatb and Kab ≡ h c
a hbd∇ct

d are the
induced metric and the extrinsic curvature of a t =
constant surface whose unit normal is ta, and ∂a is a co-
ordinate derivative with respect to asymptotic Cartesian
coordinates. Na is an asymptotic spacelike translational
Killing vector such that DaNb → 0 as r → ∞, where Da

is the connection for hab.
We also show in this appendix that the angular mo-

mentum defined in Eq. (31) transforms in translational
transformation as Eq. (33). This appendix may be re-
garded as an extension of the work by Ashtekar and
Magnon in four dimensions [17]. We will describe in much
detail because it is very hard to check their result.

1. Energy

First, let us consider the energy. Let Σ̂ be a spacelike
hypersurface in M̂ on i0 which has unit timelike vector
t̂a as its normal. Then, the energy defined by Eq. (29)
becomes

− Pat̂a = − 1

8πGd(d − 3)

∫

Sd−2

Êab t̂
at̂bdS , (D3)

where dS is the volume element of a (d− 2)-dimensional
unit sphere Sd−2. In order to compare the above with
the ADM formula, we must write it down in terms of
quantities in physical space-time M . To do so, we in-
troduce a spacelike hypersurface Σ in M , unit timelike
vector ta normal to Σ, and a unit radial vector ηa = ∂ar.
ta and ηa are related to t̂a and the unit radial vector
in the unphysical space-time η̂a as limr0→∞ Ω−1ta = t̂a
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and limr0→∞ Ω−1ηa = η̂a, respectively. Then, the above
expression of energy (D3) becomes

−Pat̂a = − 1

8πGd(d − 3)
lim

r0→∞

∫

r=r0

rd−1Cabcdη
bηdtatcdS ,

(D4)

where we used the fact that Ω ≃ 1/r2 near i0.
Now, we define the usual electric part of the Weyl ten-

sor eab ≡ Cambntmtn in the physical space-time M . This
electric part can be decomposed as

eab = (d−1)Rab − K m
a Kbm + KKab

− 1

d − 2

(

(d − 3)h m
a h n

b + habh
mn

)

Smn . (D5)

Taking into account of asymptotic behaviors Kab =
O(1/rd−2) and (d−1)Rab = O(1/rd−1) for r → ∞ , and
the vacuum Einstein equation Rab = 0, we obtain

− Pa t̂a = − 1

8πGd(d − 3)
lim

r0→∞

∫

r=r0

rd−1 (d−1)Rabη
aηbdS.

(D6)
In order to integrate by parts in direction r, we rewrite
the integral into the following form:

−Pat̂a = − 1

8πGd(d − 3)
lim

r0→∞

(D7)

× 1

∆r

∫ r=r0+∆r

r=r0

∫

Sd−2

rd−1 (d−1)Rabη
aηbdrdS,

where we used the fact that the integrand in Eq. (D6) is
independent of r at large r. In this expression, the part
which contribute to the integral is

(d−1)Rab ∼
1

2
(∂c∂bhac + ∂a∂chbc − ∂c∂chab − ∂a∂bh

c
c) .

(D8)
Substituting (D8) into (D7) and integrating by parts, we
can get the desired result. Since this calculation is a
little difficult, we describe carefully. First, we integrate
the first part in (D8) by parts:

1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

r (∂c∂bhac) ηaηbdV (D9)

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

[

∂c
(

r (∂bhac) ηaηb
)

−(∂bhac) ∂c(rηaηb)
]

dV,

where dV ≡ rd−2drdS. The first term in the right-hand
side becomes

1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

∂c
(

r (∂bhac) ηaηb
)

dV

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2

r (∂bhac) ηaηbdSc
∣

∣

∣

r=r0+∆r

− 1

∆r

∫

Sd−2

r (∂bhac) ηaηbdSc
∣

∣

∣

r=r0

=

∫

Sd−2

(∂bhac) ηaηbdSc
∣

∣

∣

r=r0

, (D10)

where dSc ≡ ηcrd−2dS. In the first and the second
equalities, we used the Gauss theorem, and the fact
that (∂bhac) ηaηbrd−2 is independent of r in the limit
of r0 → ∞. The second term in the right-hand side of
Eq. (D9) becomes

1

∆r

∫

Sd−2×∆r

(∂bhac) ∂c(rηaηb)dV

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2×∆r

(∂bhac) (ηaηbηc + qacηb + qbcηa)rd−2drdS

=

∫

Sd−2

(∂bhac) (ηaηbηc + qacηb + qbcηa)rd−2dS. (D11)

To transform the second into the third line, we used the
fact that the integrand in the second line does not depend
on r. Then, we obtain

∫

Sd−2

rd−1 (∂c∂bhac) ηaηbdS

= −
∫

Sd−2

(∂bhac) (ηaqbc + ηbqac)rd−2dS. (D12)

Here, we defined a metric qab on r = constant surface
such that ∂aηb = (hab − ηaηb)/r ≡ qab/r. In the same
way, the other terms in (D8) are transformed as

∫

Sd−2

rd−1 (∂a∂chbc) ηaηbdS = −(d − 2)

∫

Sd−2

∂chacdSa,

∫

Sd−2

rd−1 (∂c∂chab) ηaηbdS

= −
∫

Sd−2

(∂chab) (qacηb + qbcηa)rd−2dS ,

∫

Sd−2

rd−1 (∂a∂bh
c
c) ηaηbdS = −(d − 2)

∫

Sd−2

∂ahc
cdSa.

Finally, we obtain the desired result:

− Pa t̂a =
1

16πGd
lim

r0→∞

∫

r=r0

(∂ahab − ∂bh
a
a) dSb .

(D13)

2. Momentum

Next, let us consider momentum. The components of
(d− 1)-momentum along a spacelike vector Na at i0 can
be written as

PaN̂a =
1

8πGd(d − 3)

∫

Sd−2

ÊabN̂
at̂bdS. (D14)

In terms of quantities of physical space-time, this equa-
tion becomes

PaN̂a =
1

8πGd(d − 3)
lim

r→∞

∫

r=r0

rd−1Cabcdη
bηdNatcdS ,

(D15)
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where Na = lim→i0 ΩN̂a. Using the Codacci equation
and the vacuum Einstein equation, this expression be-
comes

PaN̂a =
1

8πGd(d − 3)
lim

r0→∞

∫

r=r0

rd−1

× (DdKab − DaKdb) ηbηdNadS. (D16)

Using the fact that the leading part of rd−1DdKab does
not depend on r, the first term in the right-hand side is
reexpressed as volume integral as

∫

r=r0

rd−1 (DdKab) ηbηdNadS

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

r (DdKab) ηbηdNadV

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2×∆r

[

Dd(rKabη
bηdNa)

− KabDd(rη
bηdNa)

]

dV. (D17)

Using the Gauss theorem to the first term in the last line,
we see that

1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

Dd(rKabη
bηdNa)dV

=
1

∆r

[
∫

Sd−2

rKabN
adSb

∣

∣

∣

r=r0+∆r
−

∫

Sd−2

rKabN
adSb

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

]

=

∫

Sd−2

KabN
adSb

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

, (D18)

where we used the fact that KabN
ard−2 does not depend

on r. The second term in Eq. (D17) can be rearranged
as

− 1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

KabDd(rη
bηdNa)dV

= −d − 1

∆r

∫

Sd−2×∆r

Kabη
bNadV

= −(d − 1)

∫

Sd−2

KabN
adSb

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

. (D19)

In the same way, the second term of Eq. (D16) is rear-
ranged as

∫

r=r0

rd−1 (DaKdb) ηbηdNadS

= 2

∫

Sd−2

Kabη
aηbN cdSc − 2

∫

Sd−2

KabN
adSb (D20)

From this equation, we can obtain a relation

2 lim
r0→∞

∫

r=r0

rd−2KabNcη
aηbηcdS

= lim
r0→∞

∫

r=r0

(

Kab − (d − 3)Khab

)

NadSb. (D21)

Derivation of this relation is a little non-trivial, so we
describe it in detail. Note that the Gauss theorem makes
the surface integral into the volume integral as
∫

r=r0

rd−2KabNcη
aηbηcdS

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

∂a
(

rKabNcη
bηc

)

dV

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2×∆r

[

r (DbK) ηbN cηc+KabD
a
(

rηbN cηc

)

]

dV,

(D22)

where we used the momentum constraint equation for
the vacuum Einstein equation, DaKa

b −DbK = 0, in the
last line. The first and the second terms are rearranged
respectively as

1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

r (DbK) ηbN cηcdV

=
1

∆r

∫

Sd−2×∆r

[

Db

(

rKηbN cηc

)

− KDb

(

rηbN cηc

)

]

dV

= − (d − 2)

∫

Sd−2

KNadSa

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

, (D23)

and

1

∆r

∫

Sd−2
×∆r

KabD
a
(

rηbN cηc

)

dV

=

∫

Sd−2

(

KNadSa + KabN
bdSa − Kabη

aηbN cdSc

)

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

.

(D24)

Then, we proceed as
∫

r=r0

rd−2KabNcη
aηbηcdS

=

∫

Sd−2

(

KabN
b − (d − 3)KNa

)

dSa
∣

∣

∣

r=r0

−
∫

Sd−2

Kabη
aηbN cdSc

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

. (D25)

The last term in the right-hand side is the same with
the left-hand side except for the signature. Therefore,
we have the relation of Eq. (D21).

Substituting Eq. (D21) into Eq. (D20), we can show

∫

r=r0

rd−1(DdKab − DaKdb)η
bηdNadS

= −(d − 3)

∫

Sd−2

(Kab − Khab)N
adSb

∣

∣

∣

r=r0

, (D26)

and then, combining this equation with Eq. (D16), we
see that our formula (29) for (d−1)-momentum becomes
the ADM formula, that is

PaN̂a = − 1

8πGd
lim

r0→∞

∫

r=r0

(Kab − Khab)NadSb.

(D27)
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3. Angular momentum

Finally, we consider translational transformation of an-
gular momentum Mab. We consider translation ωa which
is a fixed vector at i0, and relate it with α as α = ωaη̂a.
This translation transforms η̂a as

η̂′

a =̂ η̂a +
1

2
Ω(d−3)/2

(

(d − 2)αη̂a + Ω1/2∇̂aα
)

. (D28)

Then, the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor β̂a1···ad−3b

transforms as

β̂′

a1···ad−3b =̂ β̂a1···ad−3b +
d − 2

d − 3
ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpq η̂

mÊq
bD̂

pα

+
1

d − 3
ǫ̂a1···ad−3mpbη̂

mÊprD̂rα . (D29)

We used the projection formulae of the Weyl tensor (C10)
and (C11) to derive this equation. Substituting (D29)
into (31), and noting that Fabǫ̂

b
e1···ed−2mη̂mdSe1···ed−2

vanishes since d − 1 indices of ǫ̂ are projected onto
(d − 2)-dimensional surface, we find that usual transla-
tional transformation

M ′

ab = Mab + 2P [aω̂b] , (D30)

where D̂aα = ω̂a, is correctly reproduced including the
coefficient, if we define the angular momentum as (31).
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